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Connect sensing lead lead to
here (P141 )

When using 2 core cable: Test
alarm operation by joining
these with a  metal item (eg
spoon, knife, paper clip).
Failure to alarm may suggest
the wires have broken in the
washing.

When using 4 core cable with the Guardian
Monitor : Connect second pair here and the
monitor will test the sheet integrity
automatically

Or

It is advisable to disconnect the sheet as soon as possible after an
alarm is detected. Prolonged connection to Tunstall Monitors while
damp can result in some cosmetic staining.
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○ Recommended wash at temperature of 60°C and do not tumble dry for
maximum life (50 washes) but hang to dry.

○ Acceptable wash at 85°C with medium heat tumble dry (30 washes)
○ Do NOT use fabric softner (which makes unit waterproof)
○ Using monitors other those from Alert-it can result in brown staining. Consult

manufacturer for cleaning instructions if required.
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